
The Master of Arts Programme in Fine Arts aims to provide a platform for the development of individual art 

projects. The programme is made up of components in art history, cultural theory and studio practice. It will help 

necessary for an advanced professional practice.
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The programme is divided into TWO streams:
Stream declaration should be done when submitting the application.
 

Form their personal artistic visions and approaches, with their technique 
further polished through critique, practice and other activities.
Make use of their knowledge of curatorship, art management, and 
communication skills, so as to thrive as art professionals are capable of 
performing multiple roles.

Have a good grasp of how the latest artistic trends and approaches interact 
with social development and technologies.
Explore and make use of resources and possibilities presented by Chinese art 
and culture, both traditional and contemporary.
Understand how art forms an integral part of contemporary culture and how 
art can be approached from a multi-disciplinary and holistic perspective.

STUDIO ART

THEORIES AND HISTORY WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO CONTEMPORARY ISSUES

Form their personal artistic visions and approaches, with their technique further 
polished through appreciation, practice and other activities.

materials into personal creative resources.
Organize and manage art exhibition and display Chinese artwork professionally.

Understand the relationship between the Chinese art history and the creative 
practice of Chinese painting and calligraphy.
Analyze the cultural context and development of Chinese art with the help of 
theories.
Examine the personal, social and spiritual aspects of Chinese painting and 
calligraphy in the contemporary context.

STUDIO ART

THEORIES AND HISTORY  

Painting, sculpture, mixed media, photography and installation art etc.
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Chinese painting, calligraphy, seal carving and modern ink painting etc. 
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Students are required to complete a minimum of 27 units of courses and pass the graduation project for graduation, 
normally within two years (four terms) for this part-time programme.
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